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Abstract 
Supported by the concept of Mine Next Generation Network, more and more attention has been paid to the Transmission Layer 
Platform technology in the mine communication network. It was recommended that MNGN-TLP to be made up of some 
connected rings, which helps to make more use of the given transmission bandwidth for each network node. In this paper we 
proposed a novel mechanism for automatic topology discovery in ring based network. It starts the global automatic topology 
discovery process from marginal sub-rings. Each time the global automatic topology discovery command enters a new sub-ring. 
The command will be updated by adding the new sub-ring’s local topology pattern into the command. After the automatic 
topology discovery command reaches a marginal sub-ring, it will be absorbed. Following the above process, the global pattern 
for MNGN-TLP can be built up. 
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1. Introduction 
The recent discussion on “Digital Mine” (DM) and “Next Generation Network” (NGN) has made them the 
objective frame structure of improvement in both the research area of mine and communication network, 
respectively [1-3]. The concept of Mine Next Generation Network came up which was defined in Reference [4]. In 
DM, information development was considered as one of the first construction stages, while the transmission layer of 
communication network acted as the carrier platform for information development. Therefore, more and more 
attention has been paid to the transmission layer technology in the digital mine communication network by now. It 
was recommended that MNGN-TLP be made up of some connected rings, which helps to make more use of the 
given transmission bandwidth for each network node. Each ring is called sub-ring here.  
RPR (Resilient Packet Ring) technology has been recommended to act as the key technology for MNGN-TLP. 
Since RPR technology focuses on inner ring transmission, it is lack in the performance of transmission between 
rings. Both inter-ring transmission and inner-ring transmission are based on the built-up of network topology 
pattern. Inner-ring transmission is based on local topology pattern which covers only a single sub-ring, while inter-
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 ring transmission can transmit data between nodes in different sub-rings, which is based on the discovery of global 
topology pattern. Originally RPR technology focuses on inner-ring transmission. As to inter-ring transmission, it has 
IEEE802.17b standard, which follows a method of bridging. But the inter-ring transmission performance is not 
satisfying. It can not meet the requirement of mine communication.  
Therefore in this paper we propose a novel mechanism for automatic topology discovery for global topology 
pattern built up in ring based network, which makes the RPR technology work well for Mine Next Generation 
Network. It originates in the idea of automatic topology discovery in RPR. 
In the second section of this paper, the basic network compositions and topology of MNGN-TLP is displayed. 
This kind of network is composed of multiple rings. Each ring consists of several normal nodes. Each ring is 
connected to another ring by exchange node, and all the rings are connected to another one tangentially.  
In the third section, we will describe the establishment of the local topology map of a sub-ring in MNGN. In the 
meanwhile, the general frame format of inter-ring transmission will be depicted briefly.  
In the forth section, we present the novel method to build up the global topology pattern. In this section we will 
also display the Finite State Machine and algorithm for the discovery process. 
In the last section, we made a conclusion.  
2. MNGN-TLP topology and compositions 
2.1. MNGN-TLP topology 
One mine is always regarded as a unit in mining manufacturing. And in MNGN-TLP, a pure ring is always built 
for a single mine [5]. With this hypothesis, a pure ring of MNGN-TLP will not have many nodes, which makes the 
topology of the whole mine corporation to be multiple connected rings, as is illustrated in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. The topology of MNGN-TLP 
2.2.  MNGN-TLP compositions 
For the sake of simplicity in description, we have three definitions here. 
First, each ring in MNGN-TLP is called sub-ring. And a multiple ring network should have more than two sub-
rings in it. Each sub-ring is connected to each other tan gently, and is distributed a unique integer l to denote the 
exact sub-ring, where l . l is also regarded as the sub-ring label. The label of each sub-ring is sure not to be 
the same. 
255≤
Second, there are two types of nodes in each sub-ring, one type is normal node and the other is exchange node. 
Exchange nodes are located in the tangent point of sub-rings, which are the keys to connect the sub-rings [6]. Each 
normal node has a unique label while each exchange node has two labels. We can see more detail in Fig. 2. 
Third, there always has some sub-rings only having one active exchange node. These sub-rings locate on the 
margin of MNGN-TLP; thereby they are called marginal sub-rings in our case.  
According to the above definitions, this network in Fig. 2 consists of six sub-rings, which are labeled 1,2,3,4,5 
and 6. And sub-rings labeled 3, 4 and 6 are marginal sub-rings. In the sub-ring labeled 2, there are six nodes, and the 
nodes labeled 1, 4 and 6 are exchange nodes. They have two labels for each side. 
For convenience, we can use the combination of sub-ring label and node label to indicate the exact location of a 
node. For example, we use （ xl,  to indicate the node  in sub-ring l in Fig. 1. 
In order to transmit data between different nodes from different sub-rings, the routing between the nodes should 
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first be established. Obviously, the basis for inter-ring routing is the automatic topology discovery in MNGN-TLP. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration for marginal sub-rings 
3. Built-up of local topology discovery pattern 
The knowledge of network topology is required for communication in all kinds of networks [7-10]. For example, 
the automatically built up of routing table in Internet is also a kind of automatic topology discovery. The STP 
protocol is also a kind of automatic topology discovery method which aims to split a ring into a line logically. 
Therefore, the automatic topology discovery is also necessary in MNGN-TLP. But the topology of connected sub-
rings makes the discovery more complicated. 
All the nodes in sub-rings can make automatic topology discovery, which can provide the other nodes the linkage 
pattern. Combining all the linkage pattern together and put them in order, we can get the topology pattern for sub-
rings. 
Suppose a sub-ring is composed of m nodes, and the topology pattern of the k-th (1≤k≤m) node is recorded Qk, 
then the process of local topology discovery is as the following. 
①when the local automatic topology discovery starts, the automatic topology discovery control frame of the k-th 
node only includes Qk. 
②the control frame will go through the sub-ring to collect the topology information for each node. Suppose the 
control frame arrive the k-1-th node next time. Then the k-1-th node can get Qk by parsing the frame. Combining 
Qk and Qk-1 together, it will get . And now, the topology record for storage in each sub-ring becomes that 
in Table 1. 
kk QQ ∪−1
Table 1. The topology record after step ② 
Node Topology pattern 
Node1 Q1 
Node2 Q2 
… … 
Node k-2 Qk-2 
Node k-1 kk QQ ∪−1  
Node k Qk 
… … 
Node m Qm 
 
③The k-1-th node will re-generate the control frame and hand it over to the k-2-th node. Then the k-2-th node 
can get Q by parsing the frame. And combining local information, it can get the pattern of Q , 
And now, the topology record for storage becomes that in Table 2. 
kQ∪ k−2k−1 kk QQ ∪∪ −1
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 Table 2. The topology record after step ③ 
Node Topology pattern 
Node1 Q1 
Node2 Q2 
… … 
Node k-2 kkk QQQ ∪∪ −− 12  
Node k-1 kk QQ ∪−1  
Node k Qk 
… … 
Node m Qm 
 
④The k-2-th node will re-generate the control frame with , and hands it over to the next one. 
This process will go through each node in the sub-ring until the control frame is back at the node. After the control 
frame arrives at the k-th node, the topology record for storage becomes that in Table 3. 
kkk QQQ ∪∪ −− 12
Table 3. The topology record after step ④ 
Node Topology pattern 
Node1 kkk QQQQQ ∪∪∪∪∪ −− 1221 ...  
Node2 kkk QQQQ ∪∪∪∪ −− 122 ...  
… … 
Node k-2 kkk QQQ ∪∪ −− 12  
Node k-1 kk QQ ∪−1  
Node k 12211 ...... −−+ ∪∪∪∪∪∪∪∪ kkmkk QQQQQQQ  
… … 
Node m kkm QQQQQ ∪∪∪∪∪ −121 ...  
 
And it’s easy to see that the topology record for storage includes all the topology information when the control 
frame gets back to the k-th node. After putting the record in order, we can get the topology information, as is shown 
in Formula 1. 
 
mkkk QQQQQQ ∪∪∪∪∪∪∪ + ...... 121                                                                                                                (1) 
 
If all the nodes in the sub-ring finish the above steps, each node can get the local topology pattern in Formula 1. 
Comparing to the canonical RPR automatic topology discovery mechanism, the inter-ring automatic topology 
discovery in MNGN-TLP also includes the indication of exchange node, which is reserved for global automatic 
topology discovery. 
Inside the sub-ring, when a node is added or got rid of, the whole sub-ring will enter the automatic topology 
discovery state to update the topology pattern. 
4. Inter-ring automatic topology discovery 
4.1. Process of inter-ring automatic topology discovery 
The local topology pattern acts as a unit in the global topology pattern. Based on local automatic topology 
discovery, the global topology pattern of MNGN-TLP is formed after global automatic topology discovery process. 
The global automatic topology discovery process starts in the following circumstance. 
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①network initialization 
During network initialization, the exchange nodes in marginal sub-rings will start the inter-ring automatic 
topology discovery process by generating the inter-ring automatic topology discovery command. The control frames 
carrying these commands will be complemented and forwarded by the passed exchange nodes. All the commands 
will be absorbed by the exchange nodes on marginal sub-rings. 
②node level change 
A sub-ring will start the automatic topology discovery process when a node in this sub-ring is added in the sub-
ring or it’s got rid of. Through the topology discovery command, the neighbors of this node will detect the change of 
network topology, which updates the sub-ring’s local topology pattern. When the update is handed over to an 
exchange node, the global automatic topology discovery process will be started to the other sub-rings. In this way, 
all the sub-rings will be able to update the topology pattern. 
③sub-ring level change  
If a sub-ring is added or got rid of in the network, the involved exchange node will start the global automatic 
topology discovery process. Therefore the automatic topology discovery can be extended throughout the whole 
network. 
4.2. FSM of inter-ring automatic topology discovery 
The detailed process of the inter-ring automatic topology discovery can be described in five steps. 
①  The exchange node that starts the inter-ring automatic topology discovery command loads the global 
automatic topology discovery control frame with the local topology pattern. Then the control frame is sent to the 
MAC at its back. That means the control frame enters a new sub-ring. 
② Once the exchange nodes receive control frame from their back MAC, they will load their local topology 
pattern into the control frame too. Then the updated control frames will be forwarded in current sub-rings. 
③ Only the exchange nodes can handle the control frames, so all the involved exchange nodes will receive the 
control frame transmitted in current sub-ring. And all the exchange nodes will send the updated control frame to 
their back MAC, which means other sub-rings. 
④Step ② and step ③ will be repeated until the control frame arrives a marginal sub-ring. The control frame will 
be absorbed by marginal sub-rings. 
⑤ When all the control frames arrive at marginal sub-rings, the global automatic topology discovery process is 
finished. And the network enters working state. At this time, each exchange node does have the global topology 
pattern. 
We can describe the above steps with FSM, which is shown in Fig. 3. 
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rotocol 
There are four states in the process of inter-ring automatic topology discovery. 0 state is the sleep state of inter-
ring automatic topology discovery module. 1 state is the active state of inter-ring automatic topology discovery 
module. 2 state is the state that left MAC of exchange node receives the automatic topology discovery command. 
And 3 state is the state that right MAC of exchange node receives the automatic topology discovery command. And 
the a~j arrows mean seven conditions for the transition between states.  
Suppose “TTL” field indicates the number of sub-rings that the control frame can pass through. And MAC_TTL 
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 indicate the maximum number of sub-rings that exist in the network, where MAX_TTL should not be greater than 
255. And the seven conditions are defined as following. 
“a” means the inner-ring automatic topology discovery is finished in marginal rings or exchange nodes receive 
some inter-ring automatic topology discovery command. 
“b” means an inter-ring automatic topology discovery command is received when TTL!=MAX_TTL. 
“c” means an inter-ring automatic topology discovery command is received by the left MAC module of exchange 
node when TTL=MX_TTL. 
“d” means the topology pattern information that the left MAC module received has not been updated. 
“e” means an inter-ring automatic topology discovery command is received by the right MAC module of 
exchange node when TTL=MX_TTL. 
“f” means the topology pattern information that the right MAC module received has not been updated. 
“g” means the topology pattern information that the left MAC module received has been updated. 
“h” means the topology pattern information that the right MAC module received has been updated. 
“i” means the timer for inter-ring topology discovery is expired. 
“j” indicates that the MACs in marginal sub-rings receive the updated topology pattern information. 
4.3. Inter-ring automatic topology discovery algorithm 
The algorithm for inter-ring automatic topology discovery in MNGN-TLP bases on the Set Theory. 
We use Ck to indicate the local topology pattern of the k-th sub-ring. And the topology pattern of node x in sub-
ring k is described by Qkx. Here we take an example to clarify the process of inter-ring automatic topology 
discovery. 
During the first step of network initialization, each sub-ring starts inner-ring automatic topology discovery 
process to build up local topology pattern. And after all the exchange nodes detect that local topology pattern is 
finished, the network enters inter-ring automatic topology discovery process, where we call the last step. For 
example, exchange node C only records some local topology information of sub-ring 4 before inter-ring automatic 
topology discovery process starts. 
Inter-ring automatic topology discovery process is made up of the following five steps. 
①MAC module (4,3) generates inter-ring automatic topology discovery command and transfers the command to 
MAC module (2,6). After this stage the record in node C becomes Formula (2), which is defined as C4. 
 
46
2C ∪
25Q
454442414 QQQQQC ∪∪∪∪=                                                                                                                          (2) 
 
②MAC module (2,6) will receive the command, and re-generate the command by adding its own topology 
information into the command. After this stage, the topology information record in node C becomes , where 
C
4C
2 and C4 are defined as Formula (3). 
 
23222 QQC ∪∪=                                                                                                                                           (3) 
 
46
36
4C
454442414 QQQQQC ∪∪∪∪=                                                                                                                         (4) 
 
③At the same time exchange node B will also start the same command, so MAC module (3,1) will finally collect 
the local topology pattern of sub-ring 3. Here the topology pattern information record in node B becomes that 
expression in Formula (5).  
 
353433323 QQQQQC ∪∪∪∪=                                                                                                                         (5) 
 
④After the former steps, C3 and C4 will be combined in sub-ring 2. And the topology pattern record in node B 
and C become . 32 CC ∪∪⑤The command will extend throughout the network until each sub-ring has responded to the command. 
The global topology pattern record in each exchange node is shown in Formula (6). 
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65 CC ∪
1615 Q∪
Q∪
3635 Q∪
4645 Q∪
54Q∪
6665 Q∪
4321 CCCC ∪∪∪∪                                                                                                                                 (6) 
 
Here, 
13121 QQQC ∪∪=  
2523
3433323 QQQQC ∪∪∪=  
222 QQC ∪=  
4442414 QQQQC ∪∪∪=  
53
6463616 QQQQC ∪∪∪=  
52515 QQQC ∪∪=  
 
In this way, the inter-ring topology discovery process can provide the users with the global topology pattern. 
 
5. Results and discussion 
A novel mechanism for inter-ring automatic topology discovery in MNGN-TLP is discussed in this paper. We 
also implement the mechanism in NS2 platform [11]. The result shows that the mechanism can build up the global 
topology pattern. 
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